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NEWSLETTER

Benefit Talk
Welcome to Benefit Talk, Zenith American
Solutions’ newest vehicle to deliver valuable
information about the latest issues and trends
in the industry, as well as highlights from our
company about our people, products and
services.
We hope you find this information useful.
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LEADERSHIP CORNER
CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19) CONTINUITY OF OPERATION MEASURES
CRAIG STEFFEN, PRESIDENT
The Coronavirus pandemic is
unprecedented, forcing new and
unique contingency of operations
planning
across
businesses
worldwide.

P

lease know that we at Zenith
American Solutions remain
focused upon safeguarding
both our Clients’ interests and
our greatest and most important
asset, our employees – the
people who serve you. We are
committed to continuing to
provide you and your members
with the highest levels of service

and support possible in this
unique environment. Between
our employees working from
home and the footprint of our
limited on-site employees, we
have achieved a great goal of
continuing operations for our
Clients while protecting the health
and safety of our employees.
We are proud to share with you
that Zenith American Solutions is
prepared - we conduct Business
Continuity
Disaster
Recovery
exercises on an annual basis.

These efforts have ensured that we
are adaptable, agile and resilient
in the normal course, but more
importantly, it has enabled us in
this highly unusual environment to
take any necessary additional steps
to uphold continued reliability
and sustained operations. It goes
without saying that an issue that
impacts all offices and all states
pushes the limits of preparedness,
but we are ready and have
provided uninterrupted services
to our Clients in all locations.

THIS IS WHAT WE HAVE IN PLACE TODAY:
•

•

•

•

•

A formal incident response team has been
established for COVID-19, alongside a formal
continuity of operations team. Each team •
is meeting regularly for real-time national
attention and response capabilities.
Business travel has been eliminated except
where mandated by Client need. We will
continue to support in-person meetings
as required by our Clients; however, we
encourage our Clients to manage meetings
remotely where possible.
Zenith has
resources to assist in coordinating a secure •
remote meeting environment.
We are limiting third party vendors permitted
in our offices in an effort to minimize crosscontamination potential.
•
Our Client Services Managers/Executives
are engaged one on one with our Clients,
ensuring that our Clients are receiving
personal and timely attention to their needs
or concerns.
•
We are identifying alternatives to our model
regarding walk-ins within each office. Our
Client Services Managers/Executives have

As the preceding shows, we
are working to have Client specific
plans in place where needed to
accommodate client impacts,
closures, etc. Please continue
to communicate with your Client
Services Team so we can stay
informed and pivot as needed to
address any concerns.
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engaged directly with our Clients regarding
the changes made to limit exposure.
We
have
maximized
remote
work
opportunities where possible to permit work
at home. This transition of work is regulated
by established policy to ensure continuity of
services and protection of process integrity.
This opportunity helps minimize contagion
spread and minimize key staff risk exposures
to infection. Currently, 95% of our workforce
is remote work.
Employees returning from overseas locations
or otherwise having been exposed to the
coronavirus (COVID-19) are to remain at home
(self-quarantined) for a 14-day period;
Employees not feeling well are directed to
avoid fellow employees or office locations;
and instead seek supervisor approval for
remote work where possible if well enough to
continue to work.
Appropriate COVID-19 hygiene guidance
has been disseminated to our workforce to
prevent and minimize cross contamination
opportunities.

We recognize that in spite
of all measures taken this
unprecedented situation will
introduce many unknowns that
are yet to be fully realized. At this
time, we believe that our protocols
and procedures demonstrate
the highest levels of proactivity,
diligence and responsibility to

ensure our continued business
continuity.
Thank you all for your continued
support. We wish you good health.

TWO NEW LEADERSHIP TEAM MEMBERS

Z

ART SCHULTZ, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

enith American Solutions welcomed two new members to our Executive
Team last month, Leigh Dobbs, Chief Human Resources Officer,
Bittner, Executive Vice President and Chief Relationship Officer. Please
welcoming both Leigh and Tom to the Zenith American Solutions family of

Leadership
and Tom
join us in
companies.

As an active member of the Executive Committee, Leigh Dobbs is responsible
for all aspects of HR services, talent development, training and employee
engagement. Prior to joining Zenith, Dobbs held a number of senior HR
leadership positions with other companies, most recently at Randstad USA.
Dobbs is based out of Atlanta, GA and will report to the company’s Executive
Vice President, CFO, CAO, Garry Welsh.

LEIGH DOBBS

TOM BITTNER

Tom Bittner will have direct responsibility for driving sales and will report
directly to Art Schultz, Chief Executive Officer, with a “very strong dotted line”
to our president, Craig Steffen. Bittner spent the past 10 years with Symetra
Financial where he had responsibility for the success of the top sales, service,
and underwriting region. Bittner managed national brokers, carriers, and TPA
relationships, and has been active in lobbying efforts in Washington, D.C. Prior
to Symetra, Bittner spent 12 years with Aetna as Regional VP and Head of Sales.
Bittner has a BA from Bradley University and a Graduate degree from Stanford
University.
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ADVISORY SERVICES PROJECT
A MILLION REASON$ TO CONSIDER A DEPENDENT AUDIT
ANGELA MCMILLIN, VICE PRESIDENT, CLIENT SERVICES MIDWEST
Often, Clients will ask, “Should we do a
dependent audit?” The short answer is
yes.

A

llow me to explain why. Upon initial
enrollment into a Funds’ benefit
plan, all paperwork is reviewed and
verified. Some Funds require an annual
honor system where participants are asked
to recertify their dependents are eligible
for benefits according to the rules of the
plan. Few plans require annual full reenrollment. As such, we often find through
the natural course of life changes, updates
to drop dependents isn’t completed 100%
of the time. An inspection of dependents
to determine if they are actually eligible
to receive benefits should be completed
periodically as a comprehensive review
of the entire membership ideally every
3 to 5 years. This small investment of
time can save a Fund thousands and
sometimes millions of dollars depending
on the size of the group. The Fund should
also determine how they want to handle
annual eligibility verification and adopt a
process for how the Fund should manage
participants that are non-compliant with
the audit requests for documentation.

What does this mean for a Fund? On
an overhaul, cleanup of previously verified
dependents, we may “conservatively“ find
between 5% and 10% that are no longer
eligible for coverage. This may include exspouses, children with other coverage, or
stepchildren from a divorce who are still
receiving benefits.
FOR EXAMPLE: TOTAL DEPENDENTS 1,000 X 6%
INELIGIBLE AT $4,000 IN ANNUAL BENEFIT COST
RESULTING IN ~$240,000 SAVINGS IDENTIFIED.

We were asked recently to complete a
Dependent Audit for a large client who will
save over $3 million annually by eliminating
ineligible dependents! Going forward, this
client adopted a policy and procedure
that minimizes member communication
oversights/fraudulent member behavior.
As your administrator, Zenith American
Solutions can help your Fund identify
best practices that work well for your
membership to minimize unnecessary
costs. We can manage all components
of your dependent audit and provide
annual maintenance according to your
specifications. Please contact your Client
Services Executive for more details.

Did You Know? – On average, 8% of enrolled dependents are ineligible for benefits
coverage. At roughly $3,500 annually per dependent, just 50 ineligibles can cost
funds close to $200,000 per year.
Zenith American Solutions can help ensure your Fund is ahead of the curve by
conducting a dependent audit. We just completed an audit for a client that captured
600 ineligible dependents on one plan.

ADVISORY SERVICES SOLUTION
ADDRESSING OUT OF NETWORK CLAIMS
BARRETT MCINNIS, DIRECTOR PRODUCT SOLUTIONS

O

ut of network (OON) medical claims continue
to be a significant part of our clients’ overall
healthcare costs. Out of network balance
billing for P.A.R.E. (Non-Participating Pathology,
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Anesthesiology, Radiology, and Emergency Medicine
Providers) has become an increasing issue as many
of these providers bill without following any billing
guidelines. So how has Zenith American Solutions

taken a proactive step in addressing these issues on
behalf of our clients? By partnering with the industry
leader in claims cost containment, Zelis Healthcare.
What makes Zelis different from other cost
containment providers in the industry? First, Zelis
uses several methods to find the lowest cost of the
claim. This includes Zelis’ Proprietary Network, Claims
Edits, Clinical Bill Reviews from their Nursing Staff,
Referenced Based Pricing and Specialty Networks.
This ensures that the claims are repriced at the lowest
cost to the Fund. High-dollar claims are reviewed line
by line and negotiated with the providers to guarantee
the member will not be balanced billed. Zelis is
also able to address many hospital claims where

the client’s current usual
and customary vendors
recommended rates do
not apply. The fee for
any savings achieved is
based on a small percentage of the overall savings,
not the billed amount. The clients do not pay a fee
for any recommended savings that are not utilized.
Zenith American Solutions is committed to providing
our clients the strongest solutions to address their
challenges. We continuously look for new ways to
stay ahead of the ever-changing healthcare industry
and provide unparalleled services to our clients and
their members.
WE'VE SAVED OUR
CLIENTS OVER $90M
IN OON CLAIMS COSTS

EDUCATION & INFORMATION
HIPAA COMPLIANCE
PATRICIA KUCHENREUTHER, AIRC, CHP, VICE
PRESIDENT HIPA A SERVICES AND PRIVACY OFFICER

S

gone unnoticed by government
agencies; at both the state and
federal levels, additional laws are
being implemented to address
privacy and security risks in
general. These laws tend to differ
in scope and applicability, making
compliance more challenging.
Due to the increased risks and
enforcement
efforts,
Zenith
American Solutions has developed
products to assist our clients with
their HIPAA compliance efforts.
HIPAA covered entity compliance
requires dedication and expertise
markedly different from those
applicable to a TPA as a business
associate. As a covered entity,
health plans must ensure these
additional responsibilities are
Privacy and security has addressed to prevent any gaps in
become a great area of risk for all compliance.
entities, particularly those involved
Zenith American Solutions
in health care. This has not
ince 2003, the Office of
Civil Rights has settled and
issued penalties for HIPAA
offenses in 72 cases resulting
in over $100 million dollars in
fines – Notably, fines of $31,000
and up to $1.55 million were
imposed for lack of Business
Associate Agreements.
More
recently, in two separate cases,
fines of $85,000 were imposed
for non-compliance with the
requirement to allow individuals
the right to access their protected
health information. Enforcement
efforts have grown exponentially
over the last few years and are
expected to continue to grow.

HIPAA products, which are divided
into our Metal Tier Services and
our Privacy & Security Officer
Service, are scalable, allowing our
clients to determine the level of
service they desire. Our Privacy &
Security Officer Service provides
full management of the HIPAA
elements that are the client’s
responsibility.
Our Metal Tier
Services provide our clients with
resources to help them manage
the services on their own with
various levels of assistance from
us.
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OPERATIONS
FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITIES FOR LOCATING MISSING PARTICIPANTS – THE
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR’S NEW AUDIT FOCUS
TAMMY PELTZER, SVP, PENSION, CONTRIBUTION ACCOUNTING
AND TRUST ACCOUNTING
imprudence for failure to notify
participants and beneficiaries of
their eligibility to receive benefits
and to perform regular searches to
locate missing and unresponsive
participants.

T

he Department of Labor
(DOL) has been taking
an aggressive position
regarding how fiduciaries deal
with terminated vested retirement
plan participants, particularly
those participants who are
unresponsive or missing.
In many cases, the DOL is
asserting ERISA violations of
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It is important for Board
Trustees to be informed of the
DOL’s position about fiduciary
responsibilities for dealing with
this issue. Plan fiduciaries have an
obligation under Sections 404(a)
(1)(A) and (B) of ERISA to ensure
that these important benefit
rights are safeguarded and to
heed signs that Plan participants
and beneficiaries are receiving
less than their full entitlement. In
particular, they must implement
and maintain a prudent process to
ensure the accuracy and integrity
of participant information and
take appropriate measures to
guarantee that terminated vested
participants or their beneficiaries
receive their benefits as they
become due. Fiduciaries should
also implement procedures to

locate missing or unresponsive
participants.
The DOL’s regulations make
clear that Plans are required to use
reasonably calculated measures
to ensure actual receipt of the
material by plan participants,
beneficiaries and other specified
individuals.
Such material must be sent by
a method or methods of delivery
likely to result in full distribution.
To further complicate the
matter, there is no generally
applicable DOL guidance for
missing participants in ongoing
retirement plans. Plan fiduciaries
typically turn to DOL Field
Assistance Bulletin (“FAB”) 201401, which is directly applicable to
terminated defined contribution
plans, as the leading authority
for dealing with locating missing
participants in ongoing defined
benefit and defined contribution
plans.

When considering whether
a plan fiduciary’s search steps
are reasonable, FAB 2014-01
generally applies a two-step
analysis:

STEP 1
When searching for any missing
participant, FAB 2014-01 explains
that every plan fiduciary must,
at a minimum: (1) send a notice
to the missing participant’s last
known address via certified
mail; (2) check related plan and
employer records for more up-todate information; (3) check with
any individual that the missing
participant has designated as
a beneficiary for more up-todate information; and (4) make
reasonable use of Internet search
tools that do not charge a fee (e.g.,
Internet search engines, public
record databases, obituaries and
social media).

STEP 2
If none of the search methods
described above are successful,
FAB 2014-01 requires plan
fiduciaries
to
consider
if
additional search steps are
appropriate.
Plan
fiduciaries
are instructed to “consider the
size of the participant’s account
balance and the cost of further
search efforts in deciding if
any additional search steps are
appropriate.” Additional search
steps could include the use of
internet search tools, commercial
locator services, credit reporting
agencies, information brokers,
investigation databases, and
analogous services that may
involve charges.

To manage potential risk,
plan fiduciaries and their thirdparty administrators (TPAs)
should communicate to their
clients about the DOL’s position
on fiduciary responsibilities for
notifying terminated vested
participants
and
locating
missing participants.
The
team at Zenith American
Solutions is here to assist
our clients in fulfilling their

fiduciary
responsibilities.
We have developed model
procedures on these topics
based on best practices and
our industry expertise. Boards
of Trustees are urged to
engage in discussions about
these compliance issues, adopt
formal procedures and to
work with their TPAs to ensure
implementation.

ZENITH AMERICAN SOLUTIONS
TRUST ACCOUNTING EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT
TAMMY PELTZER, SVP, PENSION, CONTRIBUTION
ACCOUNTING AND TRUST ACCOUNTING
Alex Erwin joined the Trust accounting team
in our Indianapolis office as a Staff Accountant
over a year ago. We are pleased to announce
he has recently qualified for his CPA license.
Once granted this will give us 3 CPAs on staff in
the Indianapolis office. As one of our Centers of
Excellence for Trust Accounting we continue to add knowledgeable
and qualified staff to the team in order for us to provide exceptional
service to our clients.
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CARES ACT – RETIREMENT
PLAN ADMINISTRATION
NATASHA WIEDERHOLDT,
VP, PENSION OPERATIONS
STEVEN MENDELSOHN,
PENSION DIRECTOR

The Coronavirus Aid Relief and
Economic Security (“CARES”) Act
was signed into Law on March 27,
2020, resulting in a direct impact
on retirement plan administration.

T

he CARES Act allows
retirement
plans
to
make
Corona
Related
Distributions (CRDs) of a qualified
participant’s
Accrued
and
Vested Balance with no 10%
early withdrawal penalty tax.

THESE ARE SOME
RESTRICTIONS:

1. The CRD is limited to $100,000
2. To qualify, the participant must meet one of
the following criteria:
(a) Is diagnosed (or spouse or dependent is diagnosed) with COVID19 or SARS-CoV-2 by a test approved by the Center for Disease
Control and Preventions;
(b) Experiences adverse financial consequences as a result of being
quarantined, furloughed, laid off, having work hours reduced, being
unable to work due to lack of childcare due to virus/disease, closing
or reducing hours of a business owned or operated by the individual
due to virus/disease;
(c) Other factors as determined by the Treasury Secretary

It’s best to think of these CRDs
as a separate type of distribution; a
permissible in-service distribution
from a retirement/401(k) plan at
any age (for those who qualify).
A plan can choose, but is not
required to provide CRDs. CRDs
need to be made between
1/1/2020 and 12/31/2020. While
8

the $100,000 may be an individual
limit, Plan Administrators need
only apply it for their plans
(including controlled groups). The
Plan Administrator can rely on the
participant’s certification that they
meet at least one of the criteria.
Separate
from
CRDs,
participants (even those who do

not qualify for a CRD) may also be
eligible for Hardship withdrawals
as a result of where they work or
live being declared by FEMA as
a disaster area. The current list is
located at https://www.fema.gov/
disasters.

T

he CARES Act impacts
plan loans in two ways.

First impact
Qualified participants with any plan loans with a repayment due
from the date of CARES enactment through December 31, 2020
can delay their loan repayment(s) for one year.

Second impact
For a qualified participant, the limits on a loan made by September
23, 2020 are increased to the lesser of $100,000 and 100% of their
eligible balance. For all others, these limits remain $50,000/50%.
For all Defined Contributions
plans, the Act impacts Required
Minimum Distributions (RMDs)
made, or scheduled to be made
in 2020. Under the Act these
distributions are not required for
all of 2020. This does not apply
to Defined Benefit plans (and
therefore Cash Balance plans).
Any intended RMDs made in 2020
will be eligible for a tax deferred
rollover to another eligible plan.
The legislation further permits
retirement plans to adopt these
rules immediately, even if the
plan does not currently allow for
hardship distributions or loans,
provided the plan is amended on

or before the last day of the first only for single employer plans, the
plan year beginning on or after due date for Minimum Required
January 1, 2022, (January 1, 2024 Contributions is delayed.
Public Plans).
Note:
Zenith
American
The CARES Act provides the Solutions, Inc. is not offering legal
Department of Labor (DOL) with advice. Please consult with your
expanded authority to postpone Fund’s legal counsel for legal
certain deadlines under ERISA guidance or legal requirements.
to also include a public health
emergency declared by the
Secretary of Health and Human
Services under the Public Health
Service Act. Single employer
plans may elect to treat the
Plan’s Adjusted Funding Target
Attainment Percentage (AFTAP)
for last year as the AFTAP for the
plan year beginning in 2020. Also,
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CLIENT SERVICES LEADERSHIP TEAM
CLIENT SERVICES LEADERSHIP
TOM SCIUTO, CHIEF CLIENT OFFICER
different to most Americans, but
we are strong and we will prevail!

G

iven the current state
of affairs around the
world, in the United
States, in your own state, at your
job, and in your own back yard,
it is hard to avoid the reality that
things are much different now.
It is certainly unprecedented,
and an inconvenience for most
people. We are Americans first
and we like our liberties - our
ability to do what we want and
when we want to do it. As Thomas
Jefferson stated we are a nation
“with certain unalienable rights;
that among these are life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness.” At
this time, these rights have been
more difficult to pursue and look
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Before the “shutdown”, our
client services team spent much
time interacting with you in
person. As you are aware, this
has changed dramatically over
the past month or two, due
to circumstances beyond our
control. Despite the “shutdown”
in physical interaction, we have
continued to meet with you – on
the phone, via video, or by offering
to host complementary WebEx
meetings - in an effort to ensure,
as closely as possible, a sense of
business as usual. During this time,
we have also worked diligently
with our Executive Leadership
Team, Privacy Officer, Security
Officer and our many COVID19
leaders and work teams across
the country to ensure all of our
associates are safe and healthy,
with remote work environments
that enable them to continue to do
their jobs. We have successfully
deployed our business continuity
plans, and today about 95% of our
associates are able to work safely
and effectively in a remote home
environment.

The success of our business
continuity
investment
and
deployment enables us to
continue to operate despite the
challenges of the world around
us. As your committed partner,
we truly appreciate that you have
continued to entrust us with the
privilege of serving you, your
members and their families.
Our focus continues to be on
helping your members and their
families gain access to needed
medical care, pay their medical
claims, secure their needed
prescriptions, apply for their hard
earned pensions, and to provide
monthly pension checks which
many rely on as a main source of
monthly income.
Although we continue to
provide these essential services,
our client services team, their
leaders illustrated below, and I are
available via email, text or phone
should we need to help expedite
resolution of any issue for you.
Thank you for entrusting us
with the privilege of serving you,
your members and their families!
Be safe & healthy!

Nick Bonaldo

Dave Dreibelbis

Clay Ellis

Jim Garrison

SVP, Client Services
(Northeast/Tri-State)
203.901.8132

VP, Client Services
(Nevada)
702.699.8669

VP, Client Services
(Washington)
206.472.0430

President, PacFed
(California)
818.261.8207

Mary Karsten

Mary Laffey

Angela McMillin

Mark Mead

VP, Client Services
(Illinois)
608.852.4788

SVP, Client Services
(California)
415.536.8280

VP, Client Services
(Midwest)
773.255.6666

SVP, Client Services
(Illinois)
312.953.0743

Pati Piro-Bosley

Simone Rockstroh

Mike Shea

Darric Sorko-Ram

SVP, Client Services
(West)
206.379.4390

SVP, Client Services
(Midatlantic)
240.357.3343

SVP, Client Services
(Southwest/Southeast)
832.418.5088

SVP, Client Services
(California)
415.536.2789
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CONTACT THE BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT TEAM

Stacey Hofert

Bonnie Payson

Larry Bourland

SVP, Business Development
(Midwest)
847.372.9959

SVP, Business Development
(West)
702.460.4134

SVP, Business Development
(Northeast)
203.915.9417

Jake Peters

Mike O'Donnell

Manager, Business Development
(Midwest)
630.338.6160
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Consultant, Sales
(Midwest)
224.575.0483

NEXT RELEASE DATE: Q3 JULY, 2020
ZENITH-AMERICAN.COM

INDUSTRY LEADERS DISCUSS
BUSINESS CONTINUITY &
CYBERSECURITY - BEST
PRACTICES DURING A PANDEMIC
Q&A WEBINAR

APRIL 23 | 12:30PM CST
Businesses abruptly forced to move
employees to remote work has
created an environment in which
hackers, scammers, and spammers
all thrive.
Zenith American Solutions experts
are here to help you and your
organization be more informed
about the potential threats, and how
to prevent you, your families or your
organization from becoming the
next victim.
Join in on the conversation and
get all of your burning questions
answered. More information here:

https://bit.ly/34wtvjK
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